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Abstract—The analysis of the known [8] approach in which tropical geometry over complex
multifields of active power balances is used to estimate the region of existence of the electric
power system mode. Its limitations are shown and a new approach is proposed, a criterion
is also represented for determining the boundary that precedes the violation of the stability
of the energy system due to the restructuring of the tropical set of solutions. The developed
approach allows to determine the approach of the power system mode to the limit by the known
parameters of the lines and the dynamics of changes of the nodes voltage modules and the nodes
load.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Calculation of steady-state modes (states) of electric power systems is necessary to verify the
actual possibility of transmitting of the required power to consumers from existing generators [1–3].
In addition, it is important for control problems [4–6] to be able to estimate the design parameters
of the power system state under study relative to the maximum possible mode [7–9]. The limiting
mode is determined by increasing the energy consumption of nodes (buses) to critical values, at
which the power balance in the system is still maintained. In the event of a further increase of
the nodes load, the balance in power system will not be maintained due to a violation of static
stability, and such a mode is impossible to actually implement. The procedure of finding limiting
modes, called weighting, is performed by selecting nodes and the step of incrementing their power,
which can be determined by empirical considerations based on an analysis of the network topology
or other necessary criteria. There are various approaches to searching of limiting modes and the
criteria used in this case. The traditional [3] method includes the Zhdanov approach and criterion;
in this case, weighting is performed and the Jacobian of the linearized equations of the power system
steady state is controlled to be equal zero [1, 2]. An optimization model of electrical power systems
limiting modes is proposed and the importance of method of balancing node setting is shown in [3],
which is also noted in [7]. It is proposed to use an approach based on tropical geometry over complex
multipoles of active power balance equations in [8]. In [9], measurement data performed by PMU
(Phasor Measurement Unit) devices are used to estimate the voltage safety margin. In [10], the
limiting states of the power system are found by incrementing of the nodes load at each step of
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the iterative calculation of the steady state. In [11, 12] it is proposed to use a modal approach
to solve the problem of ensuring static stability, which consists in analyzing of the eigenvalues of
the Jacobian matrix. In [13, 14], the limiting steady states of the power system are found by the
Holomorphic Embedding Load-flow Method (HELM), which guarantees that the found solution,
when it exists, always corresponds to the correct one, and otherwise signals about the absence of
solutions. In [15], an approach to approximating of region boundaries of the regime existence is
proposed, taking into account the limitation of generator reactive power. In [16], emergency modes
and the using of group lines switching to control and ensure static voltage stability were considered.
In [17], an algorithmic procedure of adjusting of the known (previously found) base point of the
network limit mode according to the occurrence of changes in node loads is proposed. In [18, 19],
methods of estimating of the voltage stability margin for power supply systems with distributed
and [20] renewable energy sources are proposed. The authors of [21] proposed a method using
the holomorphic load embedding approach, as well as arc length parameterization and piecewise
approximations to determine the boundary of the mode existence and to track the entire PV curve
of power system nodes. The shape of the boundary of the energy network limiting modes (in
the multidimensional space of parameters), which has a complex topology with non-intersecting
isolated sections, is studied in [22, 23]. In [24], the conditions of the mode existence of are given only
for linear circuits of four-terminal networks operating on alternating current with constant power
loads. It must be noted that such schemes correspond to simulated power lines when calculating
critical modes.

Determination and research of the stability boundary of the power system and its power lines and
associated mode calculation methods [25, 26] are also important when optimizing of the operation
of both the distribution network [27–29] and power plants [30].

The presented article analyzes the results of work [8], notes its shortcomings, and proposes an
original approach and criterion for determining the boundary of the region of permissible modes
preceding instability.

The material of the article is structured as follows. In Section 2, the problem of determining the
boundary of the region preceding the limiting steady states of a power system with an arbitrary
number of buses is formulated. Section 3 discusses the problem of load power supply through a
line from an infinite power bus and the application of analysis over a complex tropical multipole to
this system. The main properties of their solutions are noted. Section 4 demonstrates the results
obtained using two examples of power system calculations. The first example: a power system with
four nodes, in one of which the active power is increased. The second is a standard IEEE 5-bus
scheme. The possibility of determining of the boundary preceding the loss of the power system
mode stability is shown. The appendix provides the derivation of the theoretical expressions used
in the article.

2. STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM OF DETERMINING OF THE REGION BOUNDARY
PRECEDING THE LIMITING POWER SYSTEM STEADY STATES

WITH AN ARBITRARY NUMBER OF BUSES

Let’s consider a power system with a known electrical network topology, nominal voltage classes,
and a number of buses n. Let’s introduce the variable v (v = 0, n) to indicate the node numbers.
Electricity consumption in load nodes is specified by complex power values ṗloadv = pload

Re
v + jpload

Im
v

(v ∈PQ), where PQ is the set of load nodes with active pload
Re
v and reactive pload

Im
v powers. Elec-

tricity enters the system through generating units. Nodes with given complex values of powers
ṗgenv = pgen

Re
v + jpgen

Im
v are called generator nodes of PQ-type (v ∈PQ). Nodes with given values

of active pgen
Re
v powers and adjustable voltage modules Uv are called PV -type nodes (v ∈PV ).
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ON THE DETERMINATION OF THE REGION BORDER 75

Also, when calculating modes in the power system, one of the nodes is assumed to be balancing
(v = 0), it represents an infinite power bus with a given complex voltage U̇0.

Next, we make the following assumptions.

1. Electricity transmission is carried out using lines, which are represented by π-shaped equiv-
alent circuits with lumped parameters.

2. The parameters of all electrical network lines are known and are represented by longitudinal
active Rline

v,k and reactive X line
v,k resistances, transverse capacitive Bline

v,k conductivities to ground,
where v and k are the numbers of nodes between which the line is connected.

The equations necessary to calculate the steady state of the power system are written in complex
form according to the nodal voltage method, taking into account the presence of PV -type nodes:

U̇*
v
˙̂
Iv = ṗ* gen

v − ṗ* load
v , v ∈PQ, v = 1, n, (1)

Re

[
U̇*
v
˙̂
Iv

]
= ṗRe

v ,
∣∣∣U̇v

∣∣∣ = const, v ∈PV, v = 1, n,

in which

˙̂
Iv = U̇vY v,v −

∑
k∈Ag

v

U̇kY v,k − U̇0Y 0,v,

where U̇*
v is the conjugate voltage complex U̇v; Y v,v – self-conductance of all branches connected to

node v; Ag
v – nodes directly connected to node v; U̇k – voltage of node k; Y v,k – mutual conductance

between nodes v and k; U̇0 – the known complex voltage of the balancing (v = 0) node; Y 0,v –

conductivity of all branches directly connecting node v and balancing; ṗ* gen
v , ṗ* load

v – conjugate
complexes ṗ gen

v and ṗloadv .

The conductivities Y v,v, Y v,k and Y 0,v are defined as follows:

Y v,v =
∑

m∈Ab
v

1

Rm + jXm
+

∑
m∈Ab

v

jBm, v = 1, n, (2)

Y v,k =
∑

k∈Ag
v

1

Rv,k + jXv,k
, v �= k, Y 0,v =

1

R0,v + jX0,v
,

where Rm, Xm – active and inductive resistance; Bm – the capacitive conductivity of one branch
m from the set of nodes Ab

v connected to node v; Rv,k, Xv,k – active and inductive resistance of the
branch between nodes v and k; R0,v, X0,v – active and inductive resistance of the branch between
the balancing node and node v.

The solution of nonlinear equations system (1) is the complex voltages of all nodes U̇v (v = 1, n),
which can be found by various numerical iterative methods.

The procedure of searching of limiting modes is performed by selecting nodes and incremental
step of their power to critical values, beyond which leads to an imbalance of power in the system.

The problem solved in the presented article is to determine the boundary within the region of
existence of the steady state of the power system that precedes the emergence of the limiting mode
in terms of static stability.

3. CONSUMPTION EQUATIONS FOR A LOAD FED THROUGH A LINE
FROM AN INFINITE POWER BUS AND APPLICATION

OF TROPICAL MULTIPOLE ANALYSIS TO THIS SYSTEM

First let’s consider consumption and the appearance of the limiting (critical) mode in the simplest
scheme (Fig. 1). The load ṗ = pRe + jpIm, where R, X – active and inductive resistance of the line,
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76 DANILOV, ROMANENKO

Fig. 1. Power supply circuit through the load line from the infinite power bus.

(a) (b)

Fig. 2. Dependences of the (a) modulus and (b) angle of the load node voltage on pRe: 1 and 2 – respec-
tively, the first U1(p

Re), ΨU1(p
Re) and the second U2(p

Re), ΨU2(p
Re) roots (4) and (5); 3 –

∣∣U1,2(p
Re)

∣∣; 4 –

Re
[
U1,2(p

Re)
]
.

pRe, pIm – active and reactive power consumption, is connected to a generator (infinite power bus)
with a known complex voltage Ė = EejΨE through a power line Z = R+ jX .

The equation for determining the steady state of the presented circuit is written in the following
form:

U̇ +
pRe − jpIm

U̇*
(R+ jX) = Ė, (3)

in which U̇ = UejΨU , U̇* = Ue−jΨU , where U is the module voltage of the node (bus) with load ṗ,
ΨU is the angle of complex voltage U̇ , measured from the generator voltage vector Ė.

Nonlinear equation (3) has an analytical solution, which roots (modules U1,2(p
Re, pIm) and angles

(arguments) ΨU1,2(p
Re, pIm) voltages) are determined according to the expressions:

(U1,2)
2 =

E2

2
− pReR− pImX ±

√
(2(pReR+ pImX)− E2)2 − 4(R2 +X2)((pRe)2 + (pIm)2)

2
, (4)

ΨU1,2 = − arg
[
(U1,2)

2 + pReR+ pImX + j(pReX − pImR)
]
. (5)

Assuming as known and constant power factor (cosφ) of the node load with an increase in
active power pRe, we determine the component pIm = pRe tanφ. Let’s build (Fig. 2) dependencies
(2) and (3). The angle ΨUmax is determined by the expression

ΨUmax = −atan

[
X −R tan φ

R+X tan φ

]
. (6)

At pRe > pRe
max the voltage modulus U takes complex values, and therefore, in the specified range

the curves 1 and 2 are missing. The value pRe
max corresponds to the regime existence boundary.

Dependencies 3 and 4 are the modulus and real part of the voltage U at pRe > pRe
max, respectively.
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(a) (b)

Fig. 3. Dependencies of parameters SU , ln |SU | and lnMAX(U ) from pRe: on (a) 1 and 2 – SU (p
Re) for the

first and second roots, respectively, while 1, 1a and 2, 2a according to the left side of (7), and 1, 1b and 2,
2b according to the right side (7); on (b) – for the first roots 1 and 2 – ln |SU | and lnMAX(U ), respectively,
according to the data of the left and right sides of (7), 3 – lnMAX(U ).

For the diagram in Fig. 1, we apply the approach proposed in [8] for determining the proximity
of a regime to the region of its existence. The expression for the parameter SU , written from the
condition of the balance of nodes active power, has the form

U2

2

(
1

R+ jX
+

1

R− jX

)
+Re(ṗ) = SU =

1

2

(
ĖU̇*

R+ jX
+

Ė*U̇

R− jX

)
. (7)

The dependences of SU from zero to pRe
max are the same for the left and right expressions (7) and

differ for pRe > pRe
max (see Fig. 3). From Fig. 3 it is clear that ln |SU | < ln

(
EU√

R2+X2

)
for pRe from

zero to pRe
max. Tropical equations used for the diagram in Fig. 1, have the form

ln |SU | ⊕ ln

(
EU√

R2 +X2

)
. (8)

The parameter MAX(U ) denotes the component EU√
R2+X2

. It must be noted that the curve 1 in

Fig. 3b (inset) has a maximum near the value pRe
max, explained by the restructuring of the tropical

set of solutions, which may be an additional criterion for the proximity of the limiting regime. In
this case, in the entire range of pRe from zero to pRe

max the condition

|SU | � max
U

(
EU√

R2 +X2

)
, (9)

which is used in [8] to determine the proximity of a regime to the boundary of the region of its
existence is not violated. Thus, it is not possible to apply (9), as proposed in [8], to the diagram
in Fig. 1 to identify the region preceding the onset of the limiting regime.

4. EXAMPLES OF POWER SYSTEM CALCULATIONS

Let’s consider an example of the calculation presented by the authors of [8] to demonstrate their
proposed approach. A four-node power system (Fig. 4) with two generators is being studied.

The first generator is specified by an infinite power bus with the known voltage U̇1, the second
one – by the voltage module U3 and active power pRe

3 . With this formulation of the problem, it is
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Fig. 4. Calculation scheme of a four-node electrical power system.

impossible to solve the nonlinear equations [14] of the power system state analytically:

U̇2

(
1

z12
+

1

z23
+

1

z24

)
− U̇3

(
1

z23

)
− U̇4

(
1

z24

)
= U̇1

(
1

z12

)
, (10)

Re

[
U̇*
3

(
U̇3

1

z23
− U̇2

1

z12

)]
= ṗRe

3 ,
∣∣∣U̇3

∣∣∣ = const,

U̇4
1

z24
− U̇2

1

z24
= − ṗ*4

U̇*
4

,

where

— branch resistances z12 = 8.91 + j80.91; z23 = 4.45 + j40.46; z24 = 6.68 + j60.68;

— balancing node voltage U̇1 = 500;

— active power pRe
3 = 400 and voltage modulus U3 = 500 in the third node;

— conjugate complex of fourth node power ṗ*4 = pRe
4 −jpIm4 for different modes; it must be noted

that the condition is accepted pIm4 = 0.

The solution of system (10) was carried out in the Mathcad package by the Levenberg–Marquardt
method with increasing load in the 4 node until the limiting mode was obtained (Table 1). There
was no imbalance in the active power of the power system in all existing modes, i.e. it was equal
to zero (with an accuracy of 10−307). At pRe

4 > pRe
4max the power balance in the power system

was disturbed and it could be simply identified by the calculated value of the voltage modulus U3,
which became different from the specified value U3 = 500 in the indicated modes. It should be noted
that in [8] the limiting mode corresponded to the value of 1243.8 obtained at step 10 of Table 1,
although the presented calculation results show the limiting mode at 1250.1993. In the case of
pRe
4 = 1250.1994, the voltage U3, taking into account fifteen decimal places, is 500.000000000000170,

and the unbalance is 454.7474 · 10−15 .

The results of calculation (Table 2) of mode parameters in a logarithmic scale over a complex
multipole for each step pRe

4 are given. The parameters S2, S3 and S4 are determined from the active
power balances of nodes as follows [8]:

1

2

⎛⎝ U̇*
2 U̇1

z12
+

U̇2U̇*
1

z∗12
+

U̇*
2 U̇3

z23
+

U̇2U̇*
3

z∗23
+

U̇*
2 U̇4

z24
+

U̇2U̇*
4

z∗24
+

⎞⎠ = S2,

1

2

⎛⎝ U̇*
3 U̇2

z23
+

U̇3U̇
*
2

z∗23

⎞⎠ = S3 =
(U3)

2

2

(
1

z23
+

1

z∗23

)
− pRe

3 ,

1

2

⎛⎝ U̇*
4 U̇2

z24
+

U̇4U̇*
2

z∗24

⎞⎠ = S4 =
(U4)

2

2

(
1

z24
+

1

z∗24

)
− pRe

4 ,

where

S2 =
(U2)

2

2

(
1

z12
+

1

z∗12
+

1

z23
+

1

z∗23
+

1

z24
+

1

z∗24

)
.
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Table 1. Four-node power system mode parameters

Step pRe
4 U2 Ψ2 Ψ3 U4 Ψ4

0 500 492,5637 −2,0083 1,6966 481,5826 −9,3567

1 600 489,8857 −3,9833 −0,2924 475,4331 −12,9766

2 700 486,5099 −6,0115 −2,3386 467,9762 −16,7639

3 800 482,2942 −8,1121 −4,4620 458,9055 −20,7819

4 900 477,0080 −10,313 −6,6920 447,7206 −25,1289

5 1000 470,2383 −12,6602 −9,0775 433,5139 −29,9775

6 1100 461,0926 −15,2455 −11,7162 414,2925 −35,6971

7 1200 446,5674 −18,3529 −14,9131 383,2047 −43,5358

8 1225 440,4618 −19,3571 −15,9566 369,7892 −46,5104

9 1237,5 436,0835 −19,9756 −16,6041 359,9997 −48,5514

10 1243,8 432,9471 −20,3673 −17,0168 352,8867 −49,9711

11 1245 432,1875 −20,4557 −17,1103 351,1503 −50,3099

12 1250 426,5797 −21,0298 −17,7230 338,1517 −52,7538

13 1250,1993 425,2433 −21,1460 −17,8485 335,0037 −53,3220

Table 2. Mode parameters on a logarithmic scale

step pRe
4 lnMAX(2) ln |S2| lnMAX(3) ln |S3| lnMAX(4) ln |S4|

0 500 8.7079 7.2533 8.7079 5.6038 8.2651 6.8197

1 600 8.7025 7.2424 8.7025 5.6038 8.2468 6.9129

2 700 8.6955 7.2286 8.6955 5.6038 8.2240 6.9963

3 800 8.6868 7.2112 8.6868 5.6038 8.1958 7.0711

4 900 8.6758 7.1891 8.6758 5.6038 8.1601 7.1383

5 1000 8.6615 7.1606 8.6615 5.6038 8.1135 7.1981

6 1100 8.6419 7.1213 8.6419 5.6038 8.0485 7.2497

7 1200 8.6099 7.0573 8.6099 5.6038 7.9385 7.2884

8 1225 8.5961 7.0297 8.5961 5.6038 7.8891 7.2931

9 1237.5 8.5861 7.0097 8.5861 5.6038 7.8523 7.2929

10 1243.8 8.5789 6.9953 8.5789 5.6038 7.8251 7.2910

11 1245 8.5771 6.9918 8.5771 5.6038 7.8184 7.2903

12 1250 8.5641 6.9657 8.5641 5.6038 7.7677 7.2827

13 1250.1993 8.5609 6.9594 8.5609 5.6038 7.7552 7.2803

Parameters lnMAX(2), lnMAX(3) and lnMAX(4) at each step pRe
4 corresponded to the same

branches and were determined by the formulas:

lnMAX(2) = lnMAX(3) =

(
U2U3

|z23|
)
,

lnMAX(4) =

(
U2U4

|z24|
)
.

It must be noted that for all nodes v of the power system (Table 2) the condition is satisfied

lnMAX(v) > ln |Sv|,
and accordingly, given in [8]

|SU | � max
k

(
UvUk

|zvk|
)
. (11)
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Fig. 5. Parameter dependencies ln |S| from pRe: 1 – ln |S2|; 2 – ln |S4|.

Fig. 6. Scheme a IEEE 5 buses and dependencies b 1 – ln |S5| from k
∑

ṗ; 2 – ṗmax.

At the same time, in [8] in the range from pRe
4 = 1200 to pRe

4max (1243.8) condition (11) is
violated, that makes it possible to identify a subregion within the region of existence of the regime,
the exit of which precedes the limit regime.

It should be noted that compliance with condition (11) in the existence region of the regime is
consistent with the qualitative results obtained for the circuit in Fig. 1. In addition, we can segregate
the node 4, in which the dependence ln |S4| has a maximum (Fig. 5 and Table 2, cell with fill),
similar to that shown in Fig. 3b (see box). To check the conditions (11) and the possibility of using
the ln |S| dependencies when identifying the region preceding the limiting mode, the calculations
were carried out on the IEEE 5-bus test circuit (Fig. 6a) with standard initial data presented in
Table 3. The parameter values in the table are given in relative units at basic power values of
100 MBA and voltage of 100 kV. The circuit takes into account the capacitive conductivity B of
the network lines and a PV -type generator is connected to the 2 bus.

As the power system mode became heavier, the load of all nodes
∑

ṗ = ṗ3+ ṗ4+ ṗ5 was increased
simultaneously, by multiplying by coefficient k. As a result of the calculations, it was established
that for all nodes (buses) of the power system, conditions (11) are met, and for node 5 the maximum
of dependence ln |S5| from k

∑
ṗ, preceding the limiting mode ṗmax (see Fig. 6b) was observed. It

should be noted that for arbitrary values of node loads and line resistances conditions (11) are met
and there is the indicated maximums.

Studies out of the scalability of the proposed method and criterion on circuits with a large number
of buses (standard IEEE 30-bus circuit), in which only PQ nodes of loads and generators were
specified, as well as in the presence of PV generators were carried. For all the cases considered, only
some (several) nodes connected to generators exhibit growth and maxima in the dependencies ln |S|,

AUTOMATION AND REMOTE CONTROL Vol. 85 No. 1 2024
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Table 3. IEEE 5-Bus Power System Test Circuit Source Data

Information on network nodes Information on network branches

no. Node type
V ,
o.e..

pRe,
o.e.

pIm,
o.e.

Branches
Resistance

and conductivity

R, o.e. X , o.e. B, o.e.

1 Slack bus 1.20 – –
1 2 0.02 0.06 0.06

1 3 0.08 0.24 0.05

2 Generator (PV) 1.20 0.40 –
2 3 0.06 0.18 0.04

2 4 0.06 0.18 0.04

3 Load – 0.45 0.15 2 5 0.04 0.12 0.03

4 Load – 0.60 0.10 3 4 0.01 0.03 0.02

5 Load – 0.40 0.05 4 5 0.08 0.24 0.05

which can be used to determine the approach to the region boundary of the permissible power
system modes. For other nodes and branches of the power system, these dependencies decrease
with increasing load, as shown in Fig. 5, curve 1.

Thus, studies show that as the regime becomes heavier, the maximum of dependence ln |S| for
power system nodes can be used to determine the boundary beyond which precedes the regime
reaching the boundary of its domain of existence.

5. CONCLUSION

1. It is possible to identify the lack of balance in the power system, and, accordingly, whether
the mode under consideration belongs to the region of an unstable state, by monitoring the value
of the specified voltage of the PV -type generating unit (bus) during calculations.

2. In the region where the mode exists, conditions (11) are satisfied for each node (bus) of the
power system; they cannot be used to identify the subregion, the exit beyond which precedes the
limit mode.

3. It is possible to identify the boundary within the existence region of the regime, the exit
beyond which precedes the limiting regime, by determining the maximum of the values of ln |S|
node (bus) of the power system. This will make it possible, at a low cost of computational resources,
to determine the nodes that are critical in terms of weighting and to obtain additional information
to enter the regime into a more stable region.
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APPENDIX

Expressions (4) and (5) are obtained from (3) as follows:

U2 +
(
pRe − jpIm

)
(R+ jX) = EUe−jΨU ,

U2 + pReR+ pImX + j
(
pReX + pImR

)
= EUe−jΨU . (A.1)
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The balance of modules of expression (A.1) is reduced to a quadratic equation for the unknown
Û = U2:

aÛ2 + bÛ + c = 0, (A.2)

where

a = 1, b = 2
(
pReR+ pImX

)
− E2, c =

(
R2 +X2

) [(
pRe

)2
+

(
pIm

)2]
.

The solution to (A.2) is expression (4). The angle ΨU in expression (5) is determined by
substituting the found expression (4) for U into equation (A.1).

Expression (6) of the article is obtained from the load bus power equation:

ṗ = pRe + jpIm = U̇

(
Ė − U̇

R+ jX

)∗
. (A.3)

From (A.3) we obtain

pIm

pRe
= tanφ =

EX cosΨU − UX + ER sinΨU

ER cosΨU − UR− EX sinΨU
. (A.4)

Let’s express the voltage modulus U of the load bus from (A.4)

U = E

(
cosΨU + sinΨU

(
R+X tan φ

X −R tan φ

))
and put it into the expression for active power obtained from (A.3):

pRe =
U

(R2 +X2)
[R (E cosΨU − U)− EX sinΨU ] . (A.5)

Taking the derivative of (A.5) with respect to the angle ΨU and equating it to zero, we obtain the
expression

d pRe

dΨU
=

sin (2ΨU ) (R+X tanφ)− cos (2ΨU ) (R tanφ−X)

(X −R tanφ)2
= 0 (A.6)

from which we determine

tan (2ΨU ) =
R tanφ−X

R+X tan φ
. (A.7)

The resulting expression (A.7) is equivalent to equation (6).
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